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URBAN AND Prra&T.jjjnftT. _ft[,Vi:MMTURBAN AND jjj _

THUIE SGOPB, \OT^flmVagjSS AtlD LIMITATIONS: THS H3ED
I ttlTH OSTEAL GoV^RNBT FISCAL POLICYF0XHARM0liaI0

' (Address"" on behalf' of Tanzania by Hon.' Si Kambona, Minister for
Regional Administration at the Local Government Finance Seminar

at Addis Ababa) . .

■Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, the subject on-which I

have bean asked to speak is as follows: .

"Urban and Rural Local Government resources - their scope?

.effectiveness and limitations: the need for harmonization"

■with .Central Government fiscal policy/'

This is indeed a formidable and far-ranging subject for discussion,

and I.feel considerable diffidence in attempting to develop it

before such ,a distinguished audience as yourselves. It may be,

however,.,that the difficulties we. have come up against in Tanzania

in the field of local government finance are also, to some extent,

the kind.of difficulties that are facing.you. We have not, unfortu

nately, .as yet found, the solution to these problems; it is my

earnest hope that, in our discussions here at Addis Ababa we may

come a, little closer.to understanding what the difficulties are and

how we can perhaps overcome them. ......

Tanzania, like every,other country in free Africa, has one

principal aim in views to raise as quickly as possible the living

standards of its peoples. . ..This advance in living standards must,

if it is to satisfy,.the aspirations of the people, be on a very wide

front? . it is not enough merely to provide the groundwork for rapid

economic advance.*,to, enable the citizen to put more food in his

stomach and better clothes on his back; he demands, and is right

to demand, other things as well ; above all better education for his

children and better.medical facilities for himself and his family*

As towns grow bigger, and prosperity increases, so does the demand

for :a better social environment increase. Social centres* play

grounds, parks, better housing - all these must be provided if our

people are truly to enjoy the fruits of independence.
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:A11 of us here know, only too well, the tremendous difficulties

faced "by every government of a developing country in. giying.its.

people the "better life they deserve. These difficulties haunt us,

who are concerned in the business of governmants every minute of our

working lives and often follow us into the small hours of the night.

We all of us have plans - some more elaborate than others - for

overcoming these difficulties in the shortest possible time. We

all of us, I think, regard ourselves as being engaged in a war - a

total war in which the full resources of the country must be engaged.

In this battle for higher living standards, Tanzania has- drawn- '■

up a Five-Year Plan for economic and social development, '$e are

convinced that such a plan is an essential technique of economic : ■

growth. The Plan provides not only for an increase in productivity

and per capita incomes it also provides for the essential infra

structure of communications, health services, education and urban ■

sewerage and drainage works without which there can be no steady

economic advance, wliile rural local authorities have a considerable

role to play in the field of direct economic advance - the provisions

of supplementary agricultural extension services and of small rural

water supplies are good examples of this - the main role of all

local authorities lies in the provision of the infrastructure.

The tasks which we in Tanzania have laid on the shoulders of

local authorities in the fields of education, health and road con- ;

struction'and maintenance - to name only the principal items - are

very large and are destined to grow larger as our plans progress*

If local authorities do not - or cannot - perform efficiently the

tasks, which have been given to them, then the national plan cannot ■

succeed. If'the local authorities who are responsible for primary

education do not create and keep in being a thoroughly efficient

primary education system, then the secondary and university educa

tion provided by the government will not be able to function; ■ if

the dispensaries, health centres, clinics, ambulance services and
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preventive health measures, which are the responsibility of the looal

authorities, are not thoroughly efficient, then the doctors and

hospitals provided by the central government will.not be-able to--'

begin to oope with the health problems of the nation; it is useless

having a grid of well-maintained trunk roads provided by the central

government if those roads are not made.accessible to the farmer and

his produce by a net-work of feeder-roads constructed and..maintained

~by the Local Authorities? and so on ad infinitum. It follows from

all this that it is the duty of the central government to ensure

that local authorities have the resources, administrative, technical

and.financial, -to carry through the immensely important and difficult

tasks which they have been given.

■ What then are the revenue resources of local authorities? It

is,, of course, in one sense true to say that local authorities have

no-revenue resources other than those which the central government

sees-fit to give them. This is true, not only because the nature .

of our war on want, on ignorance, on disease makes it essential

that all public revenue resources should be.centrally controlled

and coordinated? it is also true because, in a unitary state such -..'

as Tanzania at least, local authorities are in their every detail

the creation of the central government.

But while it may be true enough to say that local authorities

have only such revenue resources as the state may choose to give,

them, it is not really a very helpful or constructive observation.

It would, of course, be quite possible for a developing, country to

say that a system of local, government is a luxury that it cannot

afford, and that, for a period at least, all expenditure .must be

controlled directly by the central government- It would :be possible

to say this; but in my view it would be most unwise. Certainly

we in Tanzania believe very strongly that a. well organised and well

administered local government system is essential if the most
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efficient use of development funds, in certain fields at least, is

to be made. ■ ¥e do not believe 'that' it is "the man from, the . .

Ministry" T^ho always knows best. We believe that it is the man on

the spot, freely elected by his fellow citizens to manage.,his local

affairs-for him, who knows best what the real needs of. his community

are arid how they should best be met.

"■We have, therefore, given over into the keeping of local govern

ment authorities large areas of our development plan. We .have left

it to the local authorities - subject, of course, to.the customary, .■

ministerial control of revenue and expenditure budgeting- to plan. .

now to reach the targets in various fields which have been set. .. :

by the national government in its overall national plan and to fix

the priorities of work within the national government's guide lines. .-

\ How" in order to carry out their .planning and executive functions

which are so: vital to the success of the national development plan,.

it is obvious that local-authorities must have adequate revenue

resources on which to- relyr they must know that these resources.,

will not change drastically from year to year but will steadily'

increase to meet growing local -government expenditure,.

It is here, 2 think, that the greatest'.difficulty facing

local government, in Tanzania at "least, "now lies, '_ The inexorable

pressure for greater expenditure on education, on health} on commu

nications, on agricultural and veterinary extension work means an

inevitable sharp increase in'each year's expenditure budget. To

many local authorities in Tanzania it has not. seemed possible (within

the limits allowed ^oj the central government) to increase revenue ..

so as to keep pace with the'rapidly .rising demands for increased

expenditure. Hot only have no new sources of revenue fceon opened,

up to the local^authorities; even those revenue resources which were.

available to them have nots in several cases'^ preyed absolutely . : .

reliable sources of income.
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Once accumulated reserves have been depleted, the effect of

the lag between expenditure and revenue is, of course, either to

bring further development to a halt., or to bring a sharp reduction

in existing services or, more usually, both. When local authorities

cannot look ahead for several years at least to assured and

adequate sources of income, planning becomes quite impossible and

authorities are driven to carry on their operations in a hand-to-

moutu and extempore fashion? inevitably this leads to waste of

effort and an uneconomic deployment of resources.

We in Tanzania are vqtj conscious of this.difficulty and are

now engaged in a thorough and far-reaching examination of our local

government financial structure in an attempt to find a way out of

this dilemma. I have no doubt that our discussions here at Addis

Ababa will greatly help us in our efforts.

Theproblem is not an easy one. Let us take first of all one

of the principal sources of local authority income, that of direct

taxation and rating in its various forms. The scope for any increase

in direct taxation is very limited. In Tanzania we hope by 1980 to'

have doubled the per capita income from its 1965 level| but even

in I98O5 and even if our development plans are fully'successful,

the per capita income will still be only Pounds 45 per annum. This ■

Pounds 45 per annum, of course, is not cash income alone; it consists,

to a considerable extent, of the products of subsistence farming, and

the cash element in the income will often be small. The cash income of

the town.dweller will usually be higher? but then so of course

are his cash expenses? he cannot rely on the produce of his own

fields for the food supply of his family.

In recognition of the limited extent to which the lowest

incomes can be subjected to direct taxation, we in Tanzania have

exempted such, incomes from direct central government taxation. We

have left the field clear to local authorities to raise such local

rates as they think possible - bearing in mind the economic circum-
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stances ;of their district - from all sections of the community

including the poorest* In townss local authorities are empowered to

impose-a tax based on dwellings in place of a local rate levied from

the individual. ..... . ■ .

Local authorities have not been slow to explore the possibi

lities of direct taxation as a source of revenue? most of them ' ,

have now,, however, reached the economic limit of this source of '

revenue, and have found that any increase.' in taxation or rating wil.l .

lead to a lower level of collection ■because of the inability of tho

poorest member of the community to pay., any more than they are now

paying. . . ...

In rural areas tho local rate levied on.individuals is. supple-..

mentod by cess levied on.certain types of produce. This again is

not wholly satisfactory and has.now reached the limits of its use

fulness. The unfortunate farmer often finds himself liable to pay

cess on., his produce to.his local. authority,.. to his co-operative

society, .and to tjio central ; government inthe form of development ' ' '■

levy. There is clearly no more1 to ■ be -derived from this source. '

. So far as the wealthier section of the community is concerned,

especially.in towns? there is always■the possibility of property

rating;:: I do not propose to ..'go into this subject in any detail

here,. as.it..is, -I know, to be the subject of a full length paper

to bo.-delivered to this gathering. I will only say here that in

Tanzania.,-.at least, the day of si to-rating-seems to be near its end.

For one thing, the concept of land as .a privately owned asset to be

freely bought and sold without restriction is alien to tho-principles

of African socialism; wo believe tha.t land is a national asset.. .. '.

belonging to the community as a-whole, to bo used by the privato

individual only in so far; and fox\ so long as he uses it to -the.

economic advantage of the country.. , This immediately cuts at tho root -..-■

of tho whole concept- on which sito; rating is based. There, are, of

course,., othsr forms of taxation on property, .but-many of,-thorn .ara . . ... v.
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ruled out of court straight'away by the need for a largo toam of

sxporiencod valuers to put them into operation. As we all know,

valuers are in short supply throughout tho world and are extremely

difficult to find in Africa, - . ■

Wo cannot, :howovors merely abandon local taxation of tho

individual and all property as a sourco of local government rovGnuo

It is, in my view, essential to a-local government system that a

considerable part of the money' to bo spent by a local authority

should bo raised by that local authority by way of taxation imposed

at a level fixed by itself and collected through its own officers.

What wo must recognise is that tho. revenue that can be raised

through these means.has its limits, and. that those limits have

nearly been reached. What may now bo necessary - and I hop.G wo

will be discussing this further during the seminar - is to tako a

now look at the whole field.of direct taxation, both contral and.

local9 so as. to secure a rather larger share of the proceeds for

local government. ■ . . . . ■ . .

Another very substantial sourco:of local authority revenue is,

of course, the government grant. "The first aim of a grant system

is, I think, generally accepted" to to to"ensure that local authori

ties should1bo able to provide an acceptable standard of services

to the people for'whom they are responsible? tho second aim is to'

ensure that development in ono part of tho country does not lag too

far behind development in another part of the country;- It is, in

other words, the responsibility of those whose task it is to dovisc

and administer a grants system to' onsuro that a local authority,

once it has exploited to the full the resources of revenue that

are within its own control, is givon tho moans to carry out tho

national tasks entru-stod to it. To do this, as effectively and

fairly as we would:wishs is probably beyond our pbwors at prosontj

the factors that noed to bo considered - factors of economic deve

lopment, of population, of tho number of children of school ago,
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of the numbor of infirm and.indigent persons* ' of the' existing equip—

mont and tho future, noqds of oach areas as Weighed against othor

areas, and so on1, and soon.— those factors'are so complex, and

require tho careful analysis of such a largo "body of statistical .

information, that only tho.most highly developed countries can.tako

thorn all into.account, in formulating their grant systems.

The grant systems that we in. tho developing countries of Africa

can devise will inevitably be-somewhat rough and ready, whether

they aro based.on a percentage,system or a unit cost system or a

"block grant system; a completely fair and completely effective

systom will be almost impossible to devise or administer. While

admitting those limitations, however, wo must at least endeavour to

ensure that our grant systems are related both to the development

tasks laid on local authorities by the central government and to

the othor revenue resources at tho disposal of local authorities.

We must also ensure that the basis on which these grants are made

is fully understood tj the local authorities, that this basis is '

not arbitrarily-changed without full discussion with the local

authorities concerned, and that the basis of tho grant systom is

such that its .proceeds can be forecast with some.degree of accuracy

for a reasonably, period, .of..time to come. If those criteria are not.'

mot, it is9- of course,, impossible for any local authority to make

realistic plans for. the future,*.

Tho third great spurcQ ,of .local, government revenues aro those

derived from liconco-f oos.-and fees for services- There is little ■ •

rouin for argument about foes for personal services^" obviously it-

is right that those: .services should be paid: for by those who benefit

^9® thorn, so long,as the amount of the f-jo is not such as to .dotor'

people from making uso of tho.service- ■ This is, I thinks generally

accepted and most authorities find little..difficulty in sotting the

foos to becharged at an acceptablo level. ■■■■■"
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There is moro room for argument, ' I think, when it comos to

discussing foes for licences, pormits and so on.. Those can, of

course, "bo a very useful source of revenue^ liquor licences in

particular are a vory paying source.of revenue. The return from

somo licence foes, however, is so small, and the machinery necessary

for their collection is eo cumbrr.-.r,* that the, game is really not

worth tho caridlo and tho only result is to annoy tho ratepayer and

to waste-"the. time of the local government officials." 'Whenever wo

aro tempted to imposo a new licence or permit f oos wo should surely

first ask ourselves whether tho return from such a ,foo is going to

"bo worthwhile. We should also examine to the.full the possibilitios

of co-ordinating central and local government revenue collection of

all sorts so that tho citisen will find tho payment of his various

dues and taxes as easy and painless as possible and also so that

thoro should bo as little waste as possible in the collection of

central and local government revenues.

I am pleased to'-soo, Mr. Chairman, that other papers are to bo

delivered to this seminar on ^Capital Financing and Credit Facilities

for Local Authorities", on "Possible lew Sources of Revenue.for

Local Authorities"9 and on "Local Authorities and Trading Under

takings", I will not attempt in this paper to anticipate anything

of what we may hoar later on these ^ubjoct-.. T would suggest., how

ever, that when we come to consider thorn wo must always havo in the

foro-front of our minds this thoughts in countries so desperately

short of resources as our own, tho amount of money available from

any'sourcg for public spending of all kinds, both central and local,

is strictly limited- A new source of revenue for a local authority

or a new avenue of capital financing for a local authority is all

too likely to mean an avenue of capital financing-or a source of

rovonue which is closed to the-central government. Wo cannot-.afford

to rergard any source of rovynuo or of capital finance as belonging

as of right either to central or. tc. local "Gvernment. .. ¥hat wo must
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do is to roaognise that thore is just so much money - and no more -

that can be raised for public spending of all kinds? /.having done,

this we must apportion it between central government and local

authorities so that it bears as close a relation as possible to the .

burdens laid upon them under national development, plans. ,,

In other words, we must recognise that the .taxation plans of

the central government cannot bo looked at in isolation from the

taxation plans of local government. A national taxation polioy is

essential. 'The financial needs and resources of local government

must be ;kopt under constant view by the central government and

those needs and resources taken into full account when'national
- ■ ' ' ■ Hi.',

budgets and national development plans aro drawn up* It may .

bo, because of tho very heavy burden laid on any sovereign indopon-. .

dent statein financing defence, security and foreign affairs, ..tho

share of the nation' s total disposable public revenue that can be.,

allotted to local government as its sharo will be.rather small

smaller,-'indeed, than is required for the. purposes of the Develop

ment Plan as originally drawn. If that is. so, if--a sufficient share

of the national resources cannot bs made available to local govern

ment," then it must be clearly recognised that local government for

its part cannot carry out its allotted share of tho national,-develop

ment' plan and that the national development plan must bo redrawn . .

accordingly. If this simple fact is clearly recognised by all (

concerned, then a satisfactory adjustment can probably be made

without too much difficulty. If, however, local authorities are

expected to perform ever-increasing tasks in the national develop

ment plan without being given tho moans to perform.these tasks,

then chaos must result. .-■■.-

Mr.' Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I thank you .for your

courtesy in listening to mo so patiently; as wo are all looking

forward eagerly to listening to the other papers to.bo prosontod .

to this seminar, and to tho discussions that will follow /thorn, -I

will not now take up any more of your time.


